INTERACTIVE Communication SystemS

OUT IN

VENICE

The Venetian territory has always stood out as a harbour from where sails have been set to look over the
known horizon, as a fertile cradle for innovative minds
which have led to its development. People who live
there have been able to ward and cultivate its resources, from which they have obtained abundant fruits.
Initiative is the key for Veneto’s evolution: it has been
renewed through the centuries of its history, nourishing
the pride of belonging to a territory that is synonym of
creativity and quality. InOut has been able to follow this
tradition of continuous research and lively exploration,
offering specialised solutions for advanced audio players devices and amplification systems that form from an
attentive design and are distinguished by performance
and reliability, demonstrating the level of excellence
reached in over thirty years of experience.

AMPLIFIERS

DA 480-R 4 Channel Power Amplifier

fiers that ensure a long time fully loaded work without overheating
problems and a very quiet variable speed fan.
DA480-R is a four channel 80W at 4 ohms power amplifier that
can be also used as two channel power amp, in bridged mode,
that gives double power at 8 ohms. Moreover, it can be fully controlled via VCA or RS485 serial bus.

Really versatile and reliable, DA480-R is the multi-channel power
amplifier perfect for all applications from multi-zone to surround
amplification. DA480-R is the best choice in fixed installation
because of its compact case and slim design (only half 19” rack
unit) and, especially, for its performances: very low noise at any
power due to the exclusive use of high class components, very
low heating thanks to the use of T-class high quality power ampli-
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To turn up
the volume
and widen
the communication
horizons.

AMPLIFIERS

(Remotable)
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VCA remote control
Fault relay outputs
Fault TTL logic outputs
RS-485 serial port
Line input trims
Balanced line inputs
Speaker outputs
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AMPLIFIERS

AMPLIFIERS

AT 480-R 4 Channel Audio Transformer
Four high quality torroidal transformers enclosed in a half 19” rack
unit case, fully compatible with the RM30 and FP30 accessories,
makes the AT480-R the perfect way to use the DA480-R in the

100V lines sound systems and the included patch cord to couple
these two devices makes their use very simple.

HA 4V-R 4Ch Headphone Amplifier
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The unit is managed via a programmable central Microcontroller,
whose FW can be updated in the future, to add so new features or
custom configurations.
Input 1 can be summed independently with input 2, 3 or 4 just via
a backpanel dip-switch setting, this way you’ll avoid hardware and
unreliable cable parallels, each combined channel can be identified
via a yellow LED placed on front panel.
Status LED placed right at the center frontpanel can provide
feedback about: power, signal presence, CH1 summing, and peak.
Four layer PCB for better grounding layout, it reduces noise and
components encumbrance, even on such a highly populated unit
as the HA 4V-R.
Suitable for recording and studio monitoring, broadcasting, pointof-sale, museum media displays, interactive kiosks, educational AV
learning, group music listening, presentations and Podcasting.

The HA 4V-R is a 4-in 4-out solid state headphone amplifier,
designed to drive simultaneously 4 headphones with very different
impedance.
The 4 high efficiency amplifiers gives the HA 4V-R the possibility to
drive high impedance headphones with the equivalent output voltage
of a much bigger power amplifier, plus it provides way more current
for low impedance phones than any other amp on the market.
Each one of the four outputs has its own independent amplifier,
each with its own output level control.
The level of each one of the four outputs can be alternatively
controller via a very fine 267 steps digital VCA control, just by
connecting a common linear pot. to the specific port placed on the
backpanel.
The status of the VCA (Max>Min \Min>Max) can be also reversed
via a backpanel dip-switch
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Input from power amplifier
100V speaker line outputs

(Remotable)
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VCA Remote Control (Stereo)
VCA Mode Inversion
Ch1 Summing
Unbalanced Line Input

AMPLIFIERS

AMPLIFIERS

DA 250-P Ultra Compact Amplifier (Remotable)
DA 250-P is a versatile and reliable 2 x 50W@4 ohm power
amplifier with innovative circuits and SMT technology.
Very compact case and thin design, the best in fixed installation
with very small spaces, for dual-channel amplification, Surround
or multi-zone.
Very low noise and distortion levels at any power, performance
caught-up thanks to the exclusive use of high class components.
Using D-class high quality power amplifiers, the DA 250-P
has a low thermal dissipation, with a consequently low running
temperature, that assures a long time fully loaded work without
overheating problems. VCA volume control for each channel that
makes this two-channels power amplifier suitable for applications
where remote level control is needed.

Protection circuits against DC, Subsonic Frequencies, Short
Circuits, High Temperature, HF will ensure the unit integrity even
in the most extreme circumstances.
Top panel LEDs indicates the operation status of the amplifier as:
power, signal presence, peak, fault, aux in, mute.
Auxiliary (AUX) balanced audio input for external sources with
corresponding audio AUX switching logic input.
A RS485 serial interface allows to connect up to 255 amplifier
units to external control systems for status monitoring and volume
control of each channel.
The unit is completely fanless and can be integrated into very small
spaces where forced ventilation cannot be used.
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110-230 VAC Mains
VCA remote control
Logic Input and output
RS-485 serial port
Speakers output
Dip switch
Balanced line inputs
Balanced Aux inputs
Fault Relay

PLAYERS

Dinplayer D-01
them up to date and each file starts immediately when recalled.
Dinplayer does not require specific software to be operated and
can be completely controlled using its RS485 serial port as well as
its four front panel control buttons. It also has a stereo pre-amplified
output as well as a built in 20W Mono power amplifier that can drive
a loudspeaker.

Designed to be hooked to a standard DIN rail, Dinplayer automatically plays voice alarms, warning messages and any kind of audio
files and it’s the best choice to play safety messages. It can be used
with PLC, industrial computers, Touch Screen terminals, automatic
distributors and any kind of automation systems. MP3s are stored
in a Flash Card (solid state memory), so it’s really easy to keep
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Create the right sound, to freely express
thoughts and fascinate the listener.

PLAYERS
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12/24 VDC power input
V-Play logic output
Unbalanced line stereo output
20W speaker output
Optoisolated logic inputs
RS-485 serial port

PLAYERS

PLAYERS

Panelplayer P-01

Replay R-01

by playing slogans or spots activated from a small infrared sensor
which can be disguised to be invisible. It can be used in panels
with a high emotional impact customized graphics, that act themselves like acoustic amplifiers with a wide sound distribution: a
perfect device to advertise using intelligence and creativity.
It also has a stereo pre-amplified output as well as a built in 20W
stereo power amplifier that can drive a set of loudspeakers.

Panelplayer is an extremely advanced audio device, designed to
manage quickly, effectively and interactively, sequences of audio
messages, songs, advertising and any kind of MP3 audio files. It
allows you to create interactive info areas, teaching and museum
routes, information totems for exhibitions, musical scenery, interactive points for commercial promos, relax areas, etc.
Panelplayer can captures the attention of people walking around

With the high technology MP3 player Replay you can manage any
kind of audio files. From songs to advertisement or spots, you can
schedule when to play them or you can play them in sequence or
play scheduled pieces over a song sequence. All the files are stored
in a Compact Flash Card (solid state memory), so it’s really easy to

keep your music and the ads up to date, plus there are virtually no
limits on the numbers of files you can store.
Playlists or single files can be also recalled via logic inputs and the
RS232 serial port allows interfacing with external control systems.
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12/24 VDC power input
Logic inputs
RS-485 serial port
Unbalanced line stereo input
Unbalanced line stereo output
20W stereo speakers output
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DCF77 clock antenna
Logic inputs
V-Link sync
Play relay output
RS232 serial port
Balanced stereo input
Balanced Stereo output
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PLAYERS

PLAYERS

NP 20-R
is accomplished using its Linux server based operating system,
that connects NP20-R to LAN or WAN for TCP/IP control and that
privileges, security, reliability and performance.
It embeds standardsbased interfaces, enabling developers to build
a variety of remote management scenarios that:
• Determine status and send commands using TCP-IP raw.
• Program automatically generated events and notifications via
e-mail.
Connection to network is provided by 100/1000 BaseT Ethernet.
NP20-R is designed for rapid implementation. Both stand-alone
and large scale integration is possible.

NP20-R is an advanced network audio player, unlike any other
audio player.
An internal hard disk stores a large amount of audio content.
All most popular digital audio file formats, lossy such as mp3 or
lossless such as wav, are perfectly managed.
Audio selections are played based on programmed playlists, a
playback scheduler and/or network commands. An application for
Windows, MAC and Linux operating systems is freely provided for
an easy control via PC, laptop or tablets connected on the same
wired or wireless network.
Network control of NP20-R and interaction with other equipment
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100-230 VAC main
2 x USB ports
LAN port 100/1000 Mbs
Balanced line stereo output
Unbalanced line stereo output
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COMPUTERS

MS 21-R
The MS 21-R is a professional, ultra-compact, silent and low
heatemission Intel® Atom® processor N2800 based PC.
The MS 21-R is provided with 1Gbit/s LAN interface, 2 GB RAM,
2,5” hi performance HDD, VGA and HDMI video connector, 6 USB
(2 front, 4 rear) and audio stereo output.

With the aid of automation,
complex transformations are performed
through simple gestures.

COMPUTERS
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Due to its reduced 1\2RU width size, low heat emission and wall
brackets or under table fastening, it may be regarded as the ideal
solution where cramped work space and installation flexibility are
key factors.
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100-230 VAC main
2 x USB ports
LAN port 100/1000 Mbs
VGA output
2 x high current USB ports
HDMI output
Analog audio line-in / line-out
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MICROPHONES

SM 1-P Sensing Microphone
The SM 1-P is an industrial microphone which can be integrated
on various heavy duty applications, suitable as probe for
ANC (ambient noise compensation) applications, wide areas
recordings, level sensing, confidential speech capturing and all
other applications where an omni-directional boundary mic is

To make everyone feel your own
voice strong, clear and determined.

MICROPHONES

needed. With it’s low profile surface mount case, the SM 1-P
finds an application where std. Low protection cannot.
A built-in phantom power test function will permit to check the
status of the phantom at every time, this will help troubleshooting
during the integration phase and maintenance.

MICROPHONES

SM 1L-P Surface Microphone
The SM 1L-P is an industrial microphone system which can be
integrated on various heavy duty applications, suitable for wide
areas recordings, level sensing, confidential speech capturing and
all other applications where an omnidirectional boundary mic is

needed. With it’s low profile surface mount case, the SM 1L-P finds
an application where std. Low protection cannot. The unit comes
with 2 different size cable gland so it can be used with different
kinds of cables avoiding the use of possible junction boxes.

We develop tailored solutions
to convey ideas that rise from the head
and evolve in technological supports.

INTERFACES

INTERFACES

VR4-D 4 channel digital level controller
Expressly designed to control the InOut amplifier DA 480-R, DA
250-P, HA 4V-R volume or control the level of other 0-10VDC
devices, VR 4-D is a 4 channels interface composed by 4 digital
programmable pots that work as a mechanical pot.
Each pot is controlled by the simple closing of two contacts: one to

increase (UP) and the other one to decrease the volume (DOWN).
The volume levels settings are maintained by the retention memory
function.
The VR 4-D has also a mute/unmute function that can be activated
by pressing, at the same time, the UP and DOWN buttons.

We are careful to particulars,
to meet every requirements,
in the knowledge that details matter, too.

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

The InOut accessories are made to help you out in order to complete your system installation: the range includes rack mounting
accessories, touch sensors, PYR sensors, exciters and PSU.

ACCESSORIES

ASE-T01
Touch Sensor Switch, capacitive switch to be used on self standing
displays, totems and any kind of surfaces (no metal surfaces allowed).
It comes with 2m. cable and requires 12VDC (provided by the player).

APP-01
230 VAC-24 VDC power supply for Panel and Din player.

RM-30
1U 19” rack space tray, to install 2 devices or just 1 and a FP30 filling
panel, same dark blue colour as the players.

FP-30
1\2U 19” rack filling panel, to be used with RM 30 when only 1 device
needs to be rack mounted, same dark blue colour as the players.

ASE-PY2
Passive Infrared Sensor, to be used for any kind of player automation, any
movement in front of it generates a command to the player. It comes with
2m. cable and requires 12VDC (provided by the player).

PROUD TO DESIGN
AND MANUFACTURE
OUR PRODUCTS
IN VENETO.

For technical informations: www.inout-digital.com

Via Nobel, 10 - 30020 Noventa di Piave (Venezia) - Italy
Tel +39 0421 571411 - Fax +39 0421 571480
info@inout-digital.com - www.inout-digital.com

